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Map of the conference and excursions route.
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Map of the Slovenian excursion stops.

Map of the Slovakian excursion stops.
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Map of the Czech excursion stops.
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Slovenia
Area: total: 20,273 sq km
land: 20,151 sq km
water: 122 sq km
Population: 2,009,245
Population density: 99 inhabitants per sq km
GDP (purchasing power): USD 47,010,000
GDP per capita (purchasing power): USD 23,400
Highest point: Triglav 2,864 m
Lowest point: Adriatic Sea 0 m
Drainage basins:
- Black Sea: 90%
- Adriatic Sea: 10%
Forest land cover: 55% (the third most forested country in Europe after Finland and Sweden)

Slovenia lies at the intersection of the Alps, the Dinarides, the Pannonian Basin, and the
Mediterranean.
In the northwest, Slovenia extends to the high Southern Limestone Alps composed of Triassic
limestone and dolomite (including the Julian Alps, the Karavanke, and the Kamnik-Savinja Alps).
Extensive karstified plateaus (1,200 to 1,800 m high) with steep mountains rising above, among
which Mt. Triglav (2,864 m) is the highest, are typical of the Julian Alps.
South of the Alps, the Alpine foothills extend from the west towards the northeast, cut through by
deep, narrow valleys. The highest among these hills are the Idrija and Škofja Loka Hills in the west
(Mt. Porezen 1,630 m, Mt. Blegoš 1,562 m). Between the hills there are densely populated basins
(the Ljubljana and Celje basins) filled with Miocene, Pliocene, and Quaternary alluvium.
In the east, Slovenia stretches to the edge of the Pannonian Basin, where low, deeply cut hills
predominate (300 to 400 m high), primarily composed of Miocene marine and fluvial sediments.
Between these hills and along the major rivers, this flatland stretches far into Slovenia’s interior.
In the south, a chain of karst plateaus and hills extends from the northwest towards the southeast.
These are part of the Dinarides and descend towards the littoral region in the southwest with a steep
declivity, in some places with a rim dropping over 1,000 meters. The surface almost completely
lacks watercourses and is very karstified. Water appears only on the bottom of karst poljes. Below
the surface there are numerous karst caves (e.g., Postojna Cave; 19.6 kilometers long).
To the southwest, the Karst region descends down to the Koper littoral region with a distinct
declivity. Slovenia’s littoral region comprises 46.6 kilometers of the Adriatic coast.
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29th August 2007: Sightseeing of Ljubljana & Excursion to the Ljubljana Moor
Land use changes in central Ljubljana through time
Primož Pipan
According to an ancient legend, the first settlement in the area of today’s Ljubljana was established
by Jason and his Argonauts when they spent the winter here while travelling from the Black Sea to
the Adriatic along the Danube, Sava, and Ljubljanica rivers.
They encamped on a 1.5-kilometer-wide plain 298 meters above sea level between Rožnik Hill (394
m) and Šiška Hill (429 m) to the west, and Castle Hill (376 m) and Golovec Hill (450 m) to the east.
Because of its strategic position, this area was later called the Ljubljana Gate. The easiest route
between the Apennine and Balkan peninsulas and the Pannonian Basin ran through this plain; in
addition, it intersected with the historical Amber Road, which connected the Baltic with the
northern Adriatic coast.
In line with the concept of land use at that time, which prioritized safety, the Illyrians and Celts
established a settlement called Equrna at the top of Castle Hill. The right bank of the Ljubljanica
River with Castle Hill and Equrna represented the world of the living, and the left bank of the
Ljubljanica River, towards which the souls of the deceased travelled across the river, was the world
of the dead. Archeological excavations have confirmed the existence of a cemetery at the location
of today’s Slovenian Academy of Sciences and Arts at Novi Trg 3.

Views of the Ljubljana centre.
Source: http://vaj.no/bilder/ljubljana2005-05.jpg; http://blog.medallia.com/imo/images/Ljubljana.jpg

The Roman settlement of Emona, established around the beginning of the Common Era,
concentrated on a different aspect of spatial planning and land use. The planimetric layout of the
Roman town is close to ideal – that is, a rectangular town (urbs quadrata) with the forum as the
central public space and a system of roads intersecting one another at right angles, thus forming
closed islands, or insulae. Leveled land was available on the left bank of the Ljubljanica River near
the Ljubljana Gate.
Between AD 452, when the Huns finally destroyed the declining Roman town, and the beginning of
the Middle Ages, the settlement’s center returned to the security of Castle Hill. The town started
expanding in the area between Castle Hill and the Ljubljanica River which represented the town’s
main line of defense. In time, the town expanded to the left bank of the Ljubljanica River at today’s
Novi Trg due to a gradually increasing need for space.
Today’s Vega Street represents the connection between the ancient town and medieval Ljubljana. In
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the 13th century, medieval Ljubljana used the former Roman wall itself for defense, except that
now the wall protected the town from the other side. The semicircular defense tower built into the
facade of one of the buildings on Vega Street was built on the foundations of an old Roman tower.
Robust transport on the Ljubljanica River led to the development of a river port. This port operated
until 1849, when the railway came to Ljubljana and caused freight traffic on the Ljubljanica River
to decline.
The 1515 earthquake in the Idrija region severely damaged Ljubljana’s buildings. Post-earthquake
reconstruction and building during the Counter-Reformation were followed by the Ljubljana’s
Baroque period. In 1780, the Gruber Canal was completed, sparing Ljubljana from frequent
flooding. The town wall, which hindered the town’s expansion, was also demolished in order to
build this canal.
When the French occupied the town in 1809 and established the Illyrian Provinces, they brought the
French tradition of park design with them. The careful geometric distribution of the trees in today’s
Zvezda Park still testifies to this period.
The great Ljubljana earthquake in 1895 resulted in overall modernization of the town. After the
earthquake, Ljubljana entered its Secession phase with developed plumbing, a sewage system, a
power grid, telephones, and a streetcar network.
In the center of Ljubljana, land use has changed through the centuries in response to various human
needs in various periods. The only exception is the village of Krakovo, which has defied change and
modernization for 700 years. In their everyday work, its people have always cultivated the land to
obtain food. Gradually, this village located outside the town wall acquired a suburban character and
households with livestock in stables became rare. The people therefore specialized in gardening to
meet the needs of the town’s food market. Krakovo eventually earned itself the nickname “Lettuce
Village” (Sln. Solatna vas, Germ. Salatendorf), and even today its people continue to transport their
produce on carts to the Ljubljana market. Ljubljana is thus a rare (if not unique) European capital,
in which gardens filled with lettuce, tomatoes, and potatoes are located within a five-minute walk
from the parliament or downtown.

The Ljubljana moor
Miha Pavšek
The Ljubljana Moor covers a large flat area of 180 km2 in central Slovenia, encompassing the
southern part of the Ljubljana Basin, which is Slovenia’s main transportation, economic, and
settlement area. This area, just over 20 kilometers long and 10 kilometers wide, is one of the
southernmost raised bogs in Europe; it is the sole example of such a bog in Slovenia located in a
lowland, and is the largest Slovenian wetland. The most characteristic permanent features of the
Ljubljana Moor are flooding and a high groundwater level; the area is also marked by a mosaic of
meadows, planted trees, tilled fields, ditches and isolated trees. The northern part of the Ljubljana
Moor extends all the way to Ljubljana, the capital of Slovenia, limiting the city’s spatial
development because the geological conditions are unsuitable for construction. The moor’s natural
features, among which hydrogeography especially marks the landscape, strongly affect land use and
settlement. Today the majority of the area has been drained, and it has been tilled in many places.
Man has greatly reshaped this formerly swampy and inhospitable landscape.
From the 16th century onwards, various individuals entertained enthusiastic ideas for regulating
flooding, draining the boggy soil, and establishing a granary of central Slovenia. In the following
centuries, the character of the landscape changed greatly because the weirs were pulled down,
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ditches were dredged and many new ones dug, and the Gruber Canal was built in order to provide
timely and sufficient drainage. However, due to subsidence, these efforts only partially alleviated
the problems caused by flooding and high groundwater. The area lies in a tectonically very active
region where faults cross in various directions. The substrate of the Ljubljana Moor is continuing to
sink today, in some places up to 25 mm per year. This occurs at a comparable rate, for example, in
the Rudnik area, which is one of Ljubljana’s largest commercial centers. The Ljubljanica River, the
main watercourse in the Moor, has experienced a negligible drop due to subsidence; the vertical
difference in its 26-kilometer course from Vrhnika to Ljubljana is only four meters. Its straight
channel is unusual, and is a result of river regulation during the Roman era when the river served as
a navigation route. Regular floods, most frequent in the fall and winter, cover about 15%,
occasionally nearly about 50%, of the area of the Moor. Water flows into the Ljubljana Moor from
karst springs on the edges of the area or through surface watercourses.
Fields of a part of the Ljubljana moor
with the Slovenian capital and Kamnicke
Alps in the background.
Source:
http://www.zrcsazu.si/iza/Grafika/Projekti/barje_iz_sv_Ane.jpg

Agriculture in the Ljubljana Moor does not play a prominent role. At one time, meadows and
pastures covered more than a half of its surface area. In recent times there has been increasingly
more wooded land, which is the result of planned afforestation with quickly growing trees
(predominantly poplar). Cattle breeding started to decline when the meadows became overgrown
with sour-tasting horsetails. At one time there were many horses, and horse breeding is increasing
once again. The former production of vegetables for the nearby town has been replaced by
greenhouses and flower hothouses that use peat soil. Only fodder crops are grown, primarily silage
corn. The cultivation of corn is ecologically very questionable because it does not thrive without
heavy spraying. No other crops grow well in cornfields for a long time after this, and residual
pesticide runs off through ditches into the groundwater and the Ljubljanica River, reaching the
surface again during floods.
Built-up areas represent 6% of the total surface area and deserve special attention, especially
considering plans to expand certain settlements. The expansion of settlements and production
facilities must be limited and directed toward less sensitive areas, and in the future it is necessary to
prevent construction of major building complexes. Construction is increasingly encroaching from
Ljubljana to the north due to cheaply priced land. Illegal construction on the edge of Ljubljana (e.g.,
in Rakova Jelša) is a special problem because water mains and sewers have not been installed.
There are plans to establish a regional park in the Ljubljana Moor, but because of various
conflicting interests this process is moving very slowly.
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Črna Vas – Colonization of the Ljubljana moor in 19th century
Blaž Komac
Before drainage started to be constructed, there were frequent floods in the Ljubljana Moor. These
made the area completely inaccessible, difficult to traverse, and therefore, with the exception of
isolated hills, unsettled. The first settlement was made possible by drainage projects at the end of
the 18th century when, in addition to the two-kilometer-long Gruber Canal, ditches and channels
were dug along the rivers and streams. Later a complete drainage plan was made, and in 1825 the
Ljubljanica River was dredged. This resulted in a large part of the Moor remaining high enough
above the water level to allow agriculture and settlement to begin. Nonetheless, the bed of the
Ljubljanica River filled up with various material, and the Moor sank in some places by three meters
due to burning or peat cutting, as well as drainage and subsoil shrinkage. Although new drainage
projects started after 1857, there were frequent floods that lasted several days.

Part of Črna Vas cadastre in 1825

The same area on the aerial photo in 2005

Source: Franciszean cadastral maps from 19. century.
Arhiv Republike Slovenije, 2007. Ljubljana.

Source: DOF 5, 2005, © Geodetska uprava Republike
Slovenije. Ljubljana.

There were large-scale settlement plans for the Moor, which had space for two towns and 30
villages. The Ljubljana authorities rented out the drained land to the town’s landowners and to
farmers from nearby villages. This resulted in the cultivation of the area without people settling
there. The majority of plots were jointly owned by the entire municipality or individual villages.
Later, the municipalities divided the jointly owned plots among the farmers, and it was not until the
1860s that the plots were divided among individual landowners.
True settlement of the Ljubljana Moor began in the 1820s, once the drainage projects were
completed. Agricultural settlements were created in the Moor and the plots were divided among
applicants. However, certain terms were set down for settling this area. People were not allowed to
subdivide the plots, they had to maintain the ditches, and they were exempt from property tax for
ten years. In 1840, ten plots were allotted for building six new houses. In the area of today’s Črna
Vas, 19 new houses were built. In 1853, the village had 37 farms, and by 1860 the number had
increased to 39. Although several settlers moved away, colonization of the remaining areas
continued in the early 1830s. After the initiative from the authorities ended, settlement made slow
progress and floods were frequent again. This setback was strongly evident as early as in the 1840s
and it reached its nadir in the 1850s. Hydraulic projects were resumed in the 1860s, resulting in
improved agricultural conditions.
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In the 1860s, 70s, and 80s settlement was facilitated by peat industry. The peat was cut, dried, and
sold as fuel. The initiative for exploiting peat was provided by Ljubljana entrepreneurs, but later on
practically all the landowners started extracting peat. When there was no more peat in the
individually owned plots, people started buying or renting new plots. In this period, new houses
were built by the descendants of the first settlers and by new settlers. Settlement reached its peak in
the 1860s, 70s, and 80s. All the settlements increased in size, and the Moor had 109 houses with
567 inhabitants.
In the 1880s and 90s, the peat supplies were exhausted, bringing this source of income to an end.
The settlers had to return to agriculture. This resulted in an economic crisis and caused the
smallholders to move away. In addition, the areas where the peat layer had been removed were
again threatened by floods. In 1908, dredging of the Ljubljanica River started again for the fourth
time, but the project was interrupted by the First World War. This turnabout caused stagnation in
settlement of the Moor and depopulation in certain parts. Population growth stagnated in the village
of Črna Vas in the 20th century, but in the past 25 years the population has grown by more than
50% due to suburbanization.
After the First World War, the economic situation improved again and the number of houses
increased in most of the villages. In 1926, the area settled after 1825 had 189 houses with
approximately 1,200 inhabitants. Population growth stagnated in the village of Črna Vas in the 20th
century, but in the past 25 years the population has grown by more than 50% due to
suburbanization.

Land use changes on Ljubljansko Polje
Drago Kladnik, Franci Petek
As a rapidly developing Central European city, Ljubljana expanded substantially during the period
of industrialization. Former villages on the edge of the medieval city gradually became islands
within more modern city districts, and on its present margins the city is swallowing previously
independent village settlements whose population is at least partly engaged in farming which
constitutes a relatively important factor in supplying the city population. All this is reflected by
changes in land use in the recent past and in present on Ljubljansko polje where the northern part of
Slovenia’s capital city is located.
Ljubljansko polje is a twenty-kilometer long and six-kilometer wide plain in the eastern part of the
Ljubljana Basin. The Sava River divides it into two parts. Farming settlements developed on the
slopes above the Sava’s flood plain between Medno and Zalog on the right side of the Sava and
between Tacen and Dol on its left side, and another string of villages developed along the foot of
the hills between Medno and Sostro where streams had covered the gravel sediment plains with
loam.
The central sixty square kilometers of the vast Ljubljansko polje that are almost without surface
streams long remained sparsely settled or generally unsettled. Some villages gradually became
districts or suburbs of Ljubljana since condition for building on Ljubljansko polje were more
favourable than on the adjacent loamy marshland of Ljubljansko Barje to the south. Ljubljansko
polje is also the most trafficked area in the Ljubljana Basin and one of the most important traffic
areas in Slovenia in general.
The first regulations of the Sava River were carried out in the mid 19th century and became more
extensive toward the end of the century. Before this, the river had a wide and constantly changing
riverbed with large meanders and oxbows. The gravel aquifer held a rich stock of groundwater and
became the primary source of drinking water for the citizens of Ljubljana. The narrow water
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protection zones for the pumping stations on Ljubljansko polje were first established in 1955. These
were decisive for the protection of the water source since they limited the spread of the city in the
area of the pumping stations and consequently allowed the preservation of agricultural land.
An aerial view of the contemporary land
cover of a part of Ljubljansko Polje.
Source:
http://nfpsi.eionet.eu.int/sokol/albums/userpics/10015/nor
mal_IMG_6622.jpg

We determined past and present land use using two resources:
•
•

for 1825, the Franciscean Cadastre map
for 1999, the map of actual land use created using aerial photography and orthophotography.

In analyzing changing land use, we selected four basic processes of change:
•

intensification, if land use changed from less to more intensive, for example, from grassland or
forest to cultivated fields or orchards, from cultivated fields to garden allotments, etc.;
• grassing over, if land use changed to grasslands, for example, cultivated fields became meadows
or pastures or forests became meadows;
• afforestation, if land use changed to forest;
• urbanization, if land use changed to built-up or urbanized land with the spread of settlements,
traffic routes, dumps, recreational areas, and the like.
In the past, agriculture and its cultivation methods created the cultural landscape that surrounds the
urban area and together with it comprises a united whole where their different roles interweave and
complement each other. Farming is an ever more complex activity, and agricultural land is an
important element of plans for recreation, a functioning green system, the esthetic quality of the
landscape, the structure of building, and the city’s identity.
According to the census of farms in 2000, there were 286 farms of comparable European standards
in the area of the water protection zones, of which 103 were in the secondary protection zone and
183 in the tertiary protection zone. The average farm had 11.05 hectares of farm land. The majority
of farmers in the water protection zones of Ljubljansko polje are engaged in traditional barn
livestock raising, characteristically dominated by beef and dairy operations with a considerably
smaller role played by raising pigs and horses. Milk and meat strongly dominate market produce,
followed by potatoes, cabbage, beans, and lettuce.
Urbanization pressures are constantly weakening the foundation for the existence of farming, which
is reflected in the loss of land to the needs of building construction, roadways, and other
infrastructure. Since the beginning of the 1990’s, Ljubljana has occupied some 840 hectares for its
road network alone. In the last two decades, just forty of the surveyed farms inside Ljubljana’s
expressway ring road have together lost a good fifty-eight hectares of farm land. Of this, 61.9% was
used for building construction, 35.2% for roads (more than 90% of this for building the expressway
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ring road), and the remaining 2.9% for other infrastructure projects.
An analysis of the Franciscean Cadastre revealed that in 1825 almost half (46.8%) of Ljubljansko
polje was covered by cultivated fields, 17.0% by meadows, and 14.0% by pastures, while built-up
land totaled 1.7%. In 1999, the situation was substantially different. The area of cultivated fields
had shrunk to a total of 20.6%, meadows to 14.7%, and pastures to 1.2%. Also greatly reduced was
the proportion of orchards, while the proportion of forest even somewhat increased (from 6.2% to
9.8%). Thus the proportion of urban land use – this diverse category includes built-up land,
roadways, gravel pits, and water pumping stations – increased greatly and in 1999 covered almost
half (49.5%) of the entire Ljubljansko polje area.
The regulation of the Sava River allowed the area of cultivated fields and meadows to approach the
river. This is confirmed by the fact that in 1825 the average distance of cultivated fields from the
flood area or riverbed was 1,144 meters while in 1999 it was only 902 meters. In the intervening
period, the average altitude of cultivated parcels also dropped from 296 to 288 meters above sea
level.
Among the processes changing land use, the powerful dominance of urbanization is obvious,
accounting for 50% of all land use changes between 1825 and 1999. At 17%, agricultural
intensification is the second most extensive process. A special modern type of intensification is the
changing of cultivated fields to garden allotments, which is characteristic for larger Central
European cities with apartment block districts. Afforestation occurs on just under 8% of the entire
area of Ljubljansko polje, which is small compared to the general trend of changing land use in
Slovenia. We found grassing over on only 5% of Ljubljansko polje, of which the greater amount by
far involved the change of cultivated fields into meadows.
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30th August 2007: Excursions to the Podgorje Region and Velika Planina
Podgorje
Marijan M. Klemenčič
Podgorje is a 3-kilometer long rural settlement of 950 people on the northern edge of the Ljubljana
Basin and the Ljubljana metropolitan area, 2 kilometers from the town of Kamnik. The territory of
the village encompasses three basic landscape types: a fertile flatland on the gravelly alluvia of the
Kamniška Bistrica River, wooded hills, and alluvial areas along a major stream. The area combines
practically all socioeconomic structures found in the Slovenian countryside and very diverse land
use connected with this. The Liniendorf (line village) settlement pattern with long strips of land
creating a band of meadows, woods, and fields has been decisively influenced by the modern
development of the settlement, which can be described in the following phases:
1. Until the First World War, the village was distinctly agrarian; from the middle of the 19th
century onwards, surplus agricultural workers were compelled to relocate.
2. Employment of younger workers in industry in nearby Kamnik between the two world wars.
3. Division of property, general employment in industry, construction of modest apartment
blocks for workers on local land, redirecting agriculture to dairy and beef cattle, and potato
cultivation from 1945 to the 1960s.
4. From 1960 to 2000: sale of building lots and increased settlement. Decline in agricultural
activity due to both external (a poor market) and internal factors (a labor shortage).
5. Since 2000, the majority of the population has been employed in the tertiary sector, with
only eight farms engaged in market production. Continuing settlement primarily involves
the higher socioeconomic class. The area is primarily residential, but is increasingly serving
residents of nearby major settlements as a destination for hikes and other recreation.
Morning in Podgorje.
Source:
http://www.sloveniabike.com/slike/0099/01.jpg

Despite its location in an area that has experienced intense socioeconomic and spatial
transformation in the past half century, in comparison with other suburbanized settlements Podgorje
lagged behind in development through the end of the 20th century. The reason for this can be
ascribed to the Liniendorf settlement pattern and its long strips of land creating a belt of meadows,
woods, and fields, which has permitted the relative tenacity of farming. The property structure that
was advantageous for the agricultural period quickly began to collapse after the Second World War
due to competition from economically more attractive industry in nearby areas. It is interesting that
farms with a similar advantageous property structure between Kranj and Škofja Loka have been
preserved and have adapted to market demands. One of the reasons for the inexorable disintegration
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of agriculture in recent decades is also the weak social cohesion of the native population due to the
Liniendorf structure of the village. The area has no true center, the population has no social activity
to speak of, there is no grocery store in the area, and so the interests of the population are linked to
neighboring areas.
Changes in land use can be traced using cartographic sources and mapping. An overview of land
use during three historical periods clearly reveals the specific changes that have occurred in
Podgorje. The Franciscean land register of 1826 shows optimal agrarian land use with complete sets
of fields, meadows, and woods; at the edge of the village there is a narrow band of mixed-use
orchards and meadows.
The mapping of land use in 1962 shows the beginnings of the destruction of compact agrarian land
use. The first meadows have appeared in the field complex, and along the road outside the village
there is a row of housing built for workers. New construction points to the rapid socioeconomic
transformation of the village, which is revealed in the mapping from 2006. Nearly half of the former
fields have turned into meadows, residential buildings and commercial activities are growing on the
edges of the field complex, the density of construction has increased in the settlement, and the
meadows in the middle of the village woods are abandoned and overgrown with trees. Two things
can be expected for land use in the near future: continued loss of agricultural land for residential,
commercial, recreational, and infrastructure purposes, and the consolidation of the agricultural land
owned by the five remaining farmers.

The Velika Planina mountain pasture
Mimi Urbanc
Velika Planina is an extensive and diversified karst plateau in the southern part of the KamnikSavinja Alps. Its three mountain pastures – named Velika Planina, Mala Planina, and Gojška
Planina – are located in an elevation zone from 1,300 to 1,600 meters. The entire Velika Planina
plateau is one of the oldest pasture areas in the Slovene Alpine region, and has used the traditional
form of mountain pasturing for centuries. This is a form of nomadism characterized by the seasonal
vertical migration of livestock and shepherds.
Velika Planina was first mentioned in 1539; initially, this was a horse pasture and then a mixed
mountain pasture, only later becoming a cattle pasture where cows and heifers grazed. At the
beginning of the 20th century, the single pasture was divided into Velika Planina, Mala Planina, and
Gojška Planina due to certain disagreements. All three pastures were fenced and the number of
cattle and the amount of wood for each holder was determined. In all of its three pastures, the
Velika Planina plateau combines 167 pasture holders from 33 settlements and hamlets distributed
across its southern slopes and the valleys to the plateau’s south. This makes it the largest Slovene
mountain pasture and also one of the best in terms of organization.
Because of its karst surface, the water supply depends on rainwater. Ponds excavated at the bottom
of the basin or under the slope are used for watering the cattle; the bottoms of these ponds consist of
well-tamped soil that allows the rainwater to accumulate there. In the past, when it was dry, the
shepherds used to carry ice and snow in their baskets from the karst collapse sinkholes of Velika
Vetrnica and Mala Vetrnica, and melt it at their huts. In the last twenty years, the snow in these
collapse sinkholes has already melted by mid-summer, so the shepherds try to overcome drought by
transporting water up to the pastures in tanks.
One of Velika Planina’s special features are its wooden herdsmen’s cottages (Sln. bajta). The old
cottages, with a shingle-covered oval tent-like shape, were destroyed during the Second World War.
Today only seven are preserved. After 1945, the farmers built new huts, generally with square roofs
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that are easier to roof. The herdsman’s cottages on Velika Planina are gathered into two large
groups, whereas on Mala Planina and Gojška Planina they are more scattered.
A group of the herdsmen’s cottages
on Velika Planina.
Source: Theodor Fiala

Another special feature, termed bajtarstvo, is inseparably connected with the herdsman’s cottages
and life in them. This is a form of renting herdsman’s cottages in the off season, when there is no
pasturing. It first appeared around 1930 and gradually outgrew mere rental and vacationing,
becoming an important supplement to shepherd’s livelihood. In addition to these herdsmen’s
cottages, over 100 vacation cottages have been built since the 1960s. The owners fortunately
followed a uniform architectural design in the construction, taking into account the elements of
traditional herdsmen’s cottages.
The traditions of cottage rental and Alpine dairy farming were not even interrupted by the
nationalization following World War II, which drastically changed property ownership in other
areas. After Slovenia gained independence, agricultural communities were formed once again and
the denationalization procedure began. On the Velika Planina mountain pasture, only the farmers –
that is, the owners of the farms that have a share in the pasture – are entitled to reimbursement in
kind, whereas other heirs are only entitled to a monetary statutory portion. Despite the law’s clarity
and the finality of court decisions, the procedure has not been fully completed yet due to objections
from the Municipality of Kamnik. On Mala Planina and Gojška Planina, which fall under a different
law because of their earlier organization, a more favorable inheritance regulation is in force. This
means that owners can also include non-farmers. This, however, also causes damage to the farmers
and there is fear of possible new construction that would not have any organic connection with the
basic purpose of the pastures.
The construction of a vacation-cottage settlement was not the only change after the Second World
War. The current appearance of Velika Planina has also been marked by the construction of ski runs
and a cable car lift to the Šimnovec Hotel, a chairlift to Gradišče, and a draglift to Tiha Dolina.
Three mountain lodges were built on Mala Planina to accommodate hiking tourism. Since Slovenia
became an independent country, the largest construction projects have been for new roads and
paths.
In the narrow sense, Velika Planina is the largest Slovene mountain pasture at 557 hectares. More
than 300 head of cattle can graze on it. In terms of pasture use rights, Velika Planina (like the other
two pastures) is a communal pasture (Germ. Gemeindealp). In the past, the right to use the pasture
for grazing was probably held by all the farmers from the 16 villages under the Grintovci mountain
range. By using the pastures, they gradually obtained property and ownership rights, but as a
community and not as individuals. The community has 68 members and their number has remained
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the same since the middle of the 18th century.
In the spring of 2007, a Delphi analysis was carried out on Velika Planina covering all the pasture
holders. This method is suitable for determining the opinion within a certain group as well as future
trends. The study yielded the following results: because of the large operating costs, its role in
preserving the landscape, and the substantial yields of meat and milk, mountain pasture agronomy
should receive government support through the introduction of special measures. According to the
pasture holders, the greatest value of common pastures relates to environmental issues (preserving
the landscape, protecting it against afforestation, preserving a centuries-old ecosystem, and so on).
This is followed by recreational and leisure values, especially for young people, who spend their
vacations on the pasture. The economic value comes last (a one-third increase in herd size, more
milk, and the positive effect of grazing on herd health).
Problems connected with pasturing are caused by a high number of tourists and hikers, as well as by
a lack of shepherds. Here, in contrast to other Slovene mountain pastures, everyone tends his own
herd. Slightly less pressing problems relate to the lack of water supply (especially in dry periods)
and accessibility. The most remote settlement from which farmers have the right to pasture on
Velika Planina is 9 km away as the crow flies. Despite relatively good roads, it still takes a long
time to get there, and the cableway is too expensive. Issues related to the shortage of grass, milk and
dairy product sales, and agreements among the right holders are not that relevant.
The respondents feel that Velika Planina will look completely the same in ten years’ time. Perhaps
the number of vacation cottages will increase. Abandoning pasturing and the land are completely
out of the question. What do they expect from the authorities at various levels? Most importantly,
the ownership issue must be resolved and the mountain pasture must be protected against any land
use changes without exception. Government subsidies are needed and anticipated in order to
maintain and improve the mountain pasture. For its future it is also important that the transfer of
ownership rights to those that do not have any pasture rights be prevented.
Based on this analysis, it can be concluded that the right holders are well aware of the pasture’s
cultural and environmental value and that they have a highly developed sense for and an active
attitude towards it. This is also a guarantee that the mountain pasture will remain active in the third
millennium.
Podolševa
Franci Petek
Podolševa lies beneath the Olševa Ridge (1,929 m) in the eastern part of the Karavanke mountain
range, which forms the border between Slovenia and Austria. It is a typical settlement of isolated
farms with land in single plots (Sln. celek). The agricultural land is located next to the house and, as
a rule, the property ends at the forest that usually separates the farms from one another. Podolševa
includes 17 active farms. The size of the farms’ property is among the largest in Slovenia; the
smallest farm has almost 40 hectares of land in use, and the largest has over 170 hectares. The farms
are distributed on terraces on the slopes above the Savinja Valley at elevations between 850 and
1,230 meters. This area is less steep than its surroundings, but the average gradient of cleared land
(houses and agricultural land) is steep nonetheless – that is, nearly 20°.
Despite the social transition processes after the Second World War, Slovenia’s independence, and
inclusion in the EU, agriculture has not lost its economic importance in areas with isolated farms. In
addition, forest and farm tourism contribute to the stability and survival of these farms.
This is why the size of agricultural land and land use in this settlement have remained almost the
same. A typical feature of other Slovene Alpine regions where isolated farms are not present is that
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land use has changed drastically, especially due to an increase in the size of the forest. Between
1900 and 2000, forested land increased by nearly a quarter in Slovene Alpine regions.
The church in the Podolševa village.
Source:
http://www.trzic.si/strani/PDKrize/slike/olseva/sli
ka4.jpg

Based on orthophotos from 1964 and 2000, it has been established that the cleared areas of the
single plots in Podolševa have almost exactly preserved their size. However, within these, arable
land has disappeared; it accounted for 17 hectares in 1964, which represented 9% of a total of 190
hectares of all cleared areas in the region observed. The size of agricultural land has decreased
primarily at the meadow-forest boundary. In 1964, arable land and grassland accounted for 13.5%
of the entire area, whereas in 2000 they accounted for three percentage points, or one fifth, less. The
share of built-up area (including roads) has increased to a relatively large extent primarily thanks to
new roads and buildings around the houses, which were constructed in order to adapt to modern
agricultural needs. The percentage of forest has increased by 1.5%.

Year

Arable land
(%)

Orchards
(%)

Grassland
(%)

Forest (%)

Built-up
areas (%)

Other (%)

1964

1.3

0.4

12.2

85.0

0.5

0.6

2000

/

0.1

10.6

86.5

1.9

0.8

Table 1: Podolševa: Percentages of basic land use categories from 1964 and 2000 (Aerial
photographs, 1964; Map of agricultural land use, 2002).
Land use has changed on 7.4% of the area observed. Among the processes of land use changes,
afforestation predominates, accounting for 4% of the surface area between 1964 and 2000; grass
planting took up 2.5%, and urbanization 0.9% of the area. The total area of all the kinds of changes
is small compared to the changes in the entire Savinja Alps, where land use has increased to 27% of
the area between 1964 and 2000.
Forest has also given way to grassland in the center of the cleared part of single plots; in one case,
two single plots were joined together by deforestation. Conversely, afforestation of meadows is
typical at the borders between meadows and forests. In the case of abandoned farms, the cleared
part of the single plot has been almost fully overgrown by forest trees.
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Average
Average

distance from

gradient

the nearest

(degrees)

house (meters)

Area (ha)

surface area

Grassland without changes

20.4

123.2

111.0

8.4

Forest without changes

28.7

354.5

1,113.3

84.2

Planting grass on arable land and
in orchards

20.0

95.0

19.3

1.5

Planting grass on deforested land

20.0

153.2

13.9

1.1

Afforestation of arable land and
orchards

21.3

176.0

3.5

0.3

Grassland afforestation

24.0

225.2

49.8

3.8

Arable land urbanization

14.1

38.5

1.2

0.1

Grassland urbanization

18.3

61.1

8.2

0.6

Orchard urbanization

17.3

17.0

2.3

0.2

Processes

% of entire

Table 2: Podolševa: Processes of land use changes between 1964 and 2000, average gradient,
distance from the nearest house, and hectares and percentages of the area with changed land use.
It has been established that the land’s distance from the nearest house has probably had a stronger
influence on afforestation than its surface gradient, but perhaps an even stronger effect was exerted
by a combination of both factors. The average gradient within a cleared area without any changes in
land use is smaller than the average gradient of grassland afforestation, albeit merely by 4 degrees
of gradient, or 20%. In grassland afforestation, the average distance from the nearest house is 225
meters, which is approximately 100 meters or 80% more than the average distance within the
cleared area with no changes.

The Logar Valley Regional Park
Dušan Prašnikar
The Logar Valley (Sln. Logarska dolina) lies on the northeast flank of the Kamnik-Savinja Alps,
one of three mountain groups in Slovenia bordering with Austria. It is a typical alpine glacial valley
and features Rinka Falls, one of the highest waterfalls in Slovenia. Because of its beauty and the
need to protect its natural features, the Municipality of Mozirje proclaimed it a regional park in
1987 together with the neighboring Robanov kot. The legal status of a protected area alone did not
stop the negative impacts of mass tourism, which was particularly robust in the 1980s. This and the
opportunity to exercise local influence over the park’s development was the reason that landowners
and co-owners (numbering 14) in the valley established a private company in 1992. The same year
they received a charter to manage the park. There were two fundamental goals: to protect nature and
to stimulate sustainable development of the Logar Valley and Solčava area on the basis of farming,
forestry, and tourism.
In the past decade and even earlier, farms started to engage in rural tourism. This is one of the most
sustainable forms of tourism because direct benefits go to the locals. The company Logarska dolina
d.o.o. assists farmers in the valley and the Solčava region with marketing and maintaining the
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quality of activities and tourism in general. Due to the very strong farming communities in the
Solčava region, the administrative center of Solčava is less developed than the countryside. The
Solčava region encompasses 102 km2 with 548 inhabitants, and the Logar Valley Park covers 24
km2 with 37 inhabitants. In the Logar Valley Park there are 78 sites with natural heritage status, and
40% of these are of national importance. In recent years around 100,000 visitors have visited the
park every year. Entrance fees represent the primary revenue of the company and the park, but
income is also generated through marketing local products and services, calls for tenders, and
sponsorships.
View of the Logarska Valley from
the east.
Source: http://redovi.rkc.si/Logarska1.jpg
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Austria

Austria covers the area of 83.900 km2 and its population is 8.0 million.
It is subdivided in 9 provinces and 99 administrative regions. The
capital is Vienna with the population of roughly 1.6 million living on
440 km2. It is a densely populated country with the population density
of 96 inhabitants per km2. The spatial distribution of population and settlements is rather
heterogeneous. The population is mostly concentrated in the lowland regions along the Danube and
in the South while large alpine regions are only sparsely populated. Austria is highly industrialized
and belongs to the world’s richest nations. In 2006 GDP per capita amounted to more than 29.000
USD (in constant 1990$).
The Austrian geography is coined by the Alps (highest point 3798 m a.s.l.) and the river Danube.
Austria has the largest share of the Alps (29%), around two thirds of the Austrian territory mainly in
the West and South are covered by the Alps. The lowlands in the North and East are shaped by the
Danube, they have a high population density and are characterised by intensive agriculture. These
specific geographical features entail considerable geographical heterogeneity and a distinct WestEast differentiation in climate, land use and settlement patterns. The Alps and the Danube are
among Austria’s most valuable natural resources: In 2004 Austria logged some 117 million
bednights, summer and winter tourism is an important element in the Austrian economy, generating
roughly 10% of all economic output. Hydropower and biomass from the extensive woodlands are
the domestic backbones of Austria’s energy system and the abundance of water has a great
economic potential, too.
Next to Slovenia, Austria is one of the Central European countries with a very high forest cover
(around 45% of the territory). Forestry and wood processing form an important part in the Austrian
economy. Roughly one quarter of the Austrian territory is a protected nature area of a kind;
however, only around 4% are under strict protection (national or natural parks). Although the
economic significance of agriculture has declined rapidly during the last decades, agriculture has
maintained considerable political and social attention. After World War II a protectionist
agricultural policy, import restrictions and export subventions, has triggered the intensification of
production. This secured an acceptable income to families of farmers, boosted intensification and
slowed down structural change in agriculture. After having been dependent on net imports of
agricultural products, intensification increased production above national demand and in the 1970s
Austria became a net exporting country. In the mid 1980s, the negative economic effects of severe
overproduction led to a substantial turn in agricultural policy. This improved the competitiveness of
Austrian agriculture in West European comparison and accelerated structural change, the number
of farms, agricultural labour force and area in farms continues to decrease. However, there are some
severe contradictions between these developments and the declared goals of the Austrian
agricultural policy which include preservation of traditional cultural landscapes important for
tourism and ecological production of high quality food.
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31st August 2007: Excursion to the Traisen/Pielach valley
Veronika Gaube, Fridolin Krausmann
The Traisen/Pielach valley is a typical Austrian farming region with a long history of land use. It
offers a variety of different land use types and allows us to see a range of farming systems within a
relatively short distance. Travelling through the region we will observe and discuss both historical
and ongoing changes in land use and land cover which are related to structural changes in
agriculture: During the last 50 years the region has experienced spatial differentiation and
specialization. Farms have been increasingly abandoned, land of marginal productivity reforested
and land use on the best plots of land was either intensified or lost to infrastructure and
development projects.
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Source: based on data from SINUS Project (SOLARD and SUPPAN)

The region of the Traisen/Pielach valley in Lower Austria consists of more than 30
municipalities along the river Traisen and the Pielach and includes the city of St. Pölten, the
administrative centre of the province. The region occupies an area of 700 km2 and is characterised
by diverse land use patterns which follow a distinct gradient from north to south. In the flat and
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fertile northern part, agricultural production is dominated by cropland and wine production. To the
south, with increasing elevation and a rougher pre-alpine morphology, the alpine character of the
landscape generally favours milk production, pastures and forestry. Forestry holdings occupy over
200 km2, meadows and pastures for milk production account for another 100 km2 and the remaining
400 km2 is distributed over all other production types including a significant fraction of urban
settlement area. The farms situated in the region include a large part of farming types common in
Austria. Farms usually have the size of between 20 and 50 ha. Nearly half of all farming operations
are full-time farms which occupy roughly two thirds of all agricultural land. The other half of the
farms are run by part-time farmers with occupation in other sectors, their number is increasing from
year to year. The region is confronted with numerous social and economic problems, such as
accelerated structural change and a high dependency on subsidy payments.
The starting point of our excursion (1) will be the Monastery of Lilienfeld in the south of
the region. The Cistercian abbey was founded in 1202 by the Babenberg duke Leopold VI.
Lilienfeld was a centre for scholarly traditions in the Middle Ages. Its wealth and glory was,
however, not sufficient to prevent the dissolution of the monastery under Emperor Joseph II in
1789. After a fire in 1810, it was re-built in the years to follow and large-scale renovations took
place until 1963. The church is the biggest in Lower Austria and its Baroque interiors contain the
tomb of Duke Leopold VI. The monastery played a central role in the deforestation and cultivation
of this part of Austria since the 13th century.
Since the early 19th century, the share of forested land in the municipalities of the southern
part of the region (2) increased significantly to current 50-70%. At the same time the settlement
area grew fivefold. Accordingly, the amount of agricultural land declined to one-fifth (up to 30%).
Due to massive intensification of agricultural production, the greatly reduced agricultural area
currently produces the same amount of crops and fodder compared to 1820. Due to economic
pressure on agriculture, the trend to take marginal land out of production and leave it for
reforestation continues. The number of cattle doubled in the last decades and amounts to around
2.500 per municipality, which equals the livestock density of one cow per ha of agricultural area.
In the last 10 years the average size of the farms increased to 40-80 ha while the number of farms
decreased continuously.
The share of forested land declines as we proceed north and we enter the fertile lowlands of
the Danube basin which are dominated by cropland (3) and, nearer the Danube river in the very
north, also vineyards (4). The share of agricultural land in the municipalities of northern part ranges
between 30 and 90% of the area. Forest cover is reduced to small areas in the north mainly due to
the landscape structure given by the Oberostalpin and the climatic conditions. Because of the small
amount of grassland the number of cattle is lower, between 100 and 1.000 head per municipality.
Mixed hog farming replaced cattle and density of pigs is relatively high with about three animals
per ha of agricultural area, especially in the cropland part of the northern region, the part
surrounding the urban area of St. Pölten. Similarly to the structural change observed in the northern
part, the number of farms decreased continuously since 1990 also in the south . In this part of the
region, however, farmland competes with development projects and agricultural land is increasingly
consumed by infrastructure and urban development.
In the northernmost part around the Danube (4), vineyards begin to dominate the
landscape. Farms are much smaller here, usually occupying less than 20 ha of agricultural area. In
this part of the region, the decline in farm numbers has ceased and the number of farms seems to
have stabilized. However, only 40% of the farmers are full-time farmers and the trend towards parttime farming is still observable.
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Tab. Land use characteristics in typical municipalities in different parts of the
Traisen/Pielachtal region
subregion
municipality (name)
cap/km2
total area [ha]
forest [% of total area]
cropland [% of total area]
grassland [% of total area]
vineyards [% of total area]
cattle/agricultural area
pigs/agricultural area
total area/farm [ha]

south
Hainfeld
70
4500
50
5
45
1.1
0.04
40

south/centre north
Gerersdorf Nussdorf
60
1400
3
95
2
0.2
3.00
30

100
1500
30
50
5
15
0.1
0.60
20

Source: Statistik Austria, own calculations
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